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Features

S
awrey Ground Plantation is a small multi-purpose

woodland in the heart of the English Lake District

which in 2016 won the RFS Excellence in Forestry

gold award for the Small and Farm Woodland category. The

forest is part of the land at Yewfield, a guest house near

Hawkshead. The judges were impressed by the variety of

services this small woodland provided. 

History
The 36ha woodland was leased to the Forestry Commission

(FC) in 1935 as part of their Grizedale Estate by the Cowper

Essex family who resided at Yewfield. It was managed

commercially as a clearfell and replant timber crop by the FC

until 2000 when part of it was taken over to experiment with

continuous cover forestry (CCF). The forest was put on the

market in 2010 as being an uneconomic outlying part of FC

Grizedale and sold to Derek Hook and Gary Primrose of

Yewfield. Sixteen hectares were then sold to the National

Trust who own adjacent property at Tarn Hows. The 19ha that

we manage is approximately two thirds conifers and one third

broadleaved with most of the conifers being Japanese and

hybrid larch of mixed ages. The plantation is at an altitude of

approximately 200m above sea level on undulating ground,

hosting a mixture of dry and flushed upland brown earths and

gley soils. The trees are subject to a moderate wind-throw

hazard.

One of the first things we did in 2010 was to get a

professional forester from Cumbria Woodlands to estimate

the basal area and annual yield in the plantation so that we

could manage it sustainably. Yewfield Guest House installed

a wood chip boiler in 2011 and the plan was to sell most of

our forest thinnings from the plantation to a local firm who

would sell them back to us as dry wood chip, with anything

over 16cm top diameter going to the local sawmill. It just so

happened that the amount needed for the wood chip boiler

and for our internal needs for firewood was less than the

annual yield meaning we could meet our biomass needs

without depleting the basic capital of the forest. We then

applied for an FC EWGS management plan and felling

license, which were approved in 2012.

Current management
Sawrey Ground Plantation has five management objectives

which dovetail into one another in various ways with the long

term aim of creating a more diverse and resilient forest:

 Maintain biomass productivity.

 Increase biodiversity.

 Improve the local landscape.

 Contribute to the local economy.

 Use the forest as an educational resource.

Biomass harvesting and restocking
Along with producing on average 80 tonnes for the market

and 20 tonnes of firewood for our use, we have been trying

to add value to our timber by investing in a chainsaw mill for

planking sections of wood for benches, beams, siding and

strainers. We collect beanpoles, hazel wands and pea sticks

for local gardens and we make fence posts for the fields and

gardens at Yewfield. With help from the FC English Woodland

Grant Scheme, soon to be transferred we hope, to a

Countryside Stewardship Higher Level scheme, we are

breaking even on our wood financially. Well, not, it can be

argued, if one includes the hours I put in. But what better way

to spend one’s time than pottering about in a forest?

Our first priority was to thin a 5ha compartment of P1993

Sawrey Ground Plantation
Seeing the forest not just the trees

Gary Primrose explains how a multi-use approach in a former

commercially managed plantation can be productive, biodiverse,

lovely to walk through and also pay its way.
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larch prone to wind-throw along with a 3ha compartment of

P1980 mixed conifers on PAWS (Plantation on Ancient

Woodland). The yield class for larch on this land is 12 to 14m
3

per hectare. A 350m forwarding track was laid down in 2014

and extraction to the track was done using horses – Dales

ponies to be exact – which are ideal for our bony, boggy,

sloping ground. Using ponies reduced soil compaction and

mychorrizal disturbance compared to conventional skidders

and forwarders. It was also good for scarifying the surface

vegetation, which we hoped would foster natural

regeneration. Two wind-throw openings on the PAWS site

have been deer fenced to allow for natural regeneration. A

part of both enclosures was planted with alder, aspen,

beech, oak and hazel according to soil type and the rest was

left for natural regeneration. We followed the National

Vegetation Classification (NVC) New Native Planting

guidelines when planting, with much of Sawrey Ground fitting

into NVC woodland categories of W11 - Upland oak-birch

woodland with bluebell) and W7 - Alder-ash woodland with

yellow pimpernel. 

We are gradually moving over to the southern

Scandinavian mixed conifer/broadleaved model for biomass

production using birch and sycamore as broadleaved

alternatives to larch and ash. Ash dieback, Hymenoscyphus
fraxineus, sadly, is in south Cumbria now. Although sycamore

gets a bad rap when found in SSSI woods, on our site with

creeping soft grass as the dominant ground species we feel

justified in introducing it. We are not attached to planting only

native broadleaves but rather a mix of native and ‘near native’

species that perform similar ecological functions as the

natives. We currently have five planted enclosures with two

more planned this winter. Along with alder, birch and

sycamore we have added sessile oak, small leaved lime,

aspen, beech, rowan and hornbeam with Douglas fir in the

more sheltered areas. Given enough light and some bare soil

we expect Sitka spruce and larch to regenerate outside the

enclosures as deer mostly leave them alone if their numbers

are low enough. Small leaved lime and hornbeam are

considered not to be native to the forests of northwest

England but with a warming climate they may very well thrive

in a decade or two. 

Forest threats
Larch disease, Phytophthora ramorum, is in the locality so we

have been encouraged to thin our larch more aggressively,

especially compartments with mature stands, to create more

air flow and gaps for natural regeneration. Deer browsing is

a major issue and in spite of a culling programme it hasn’t

been enough to allow natural regeneration of broadleaves in

unfenced openings to really get away. Added to that, most of

the plantation is on former agricultural land so much of the

ground vegetation, where there is enough light, is densely-

matted creeping soft grass, Holcus mollis. Our attempts at

CCF, while well intentioned, have to be supplemented with

some scarifying and plastic deer netting! 

Since Storm Desmond in 2015 flood amelioration in the

uplands has become a hot topic in Cumbria. We have a

number of streams running through the forest and we are

trying to slow and disperse flood water throughout the

plantation by leaving riparian vegetation rough and uncut but

also piling brash into streams. Another benefit of using

horses for extraction is that it minimises soil compaction thus

allowing rain water to penetrate soils more easily.

Woodland wildlife
Enhancing biodiversity in Sawrey Ground Plantation

continues to be a pet project of ours. We have always had an

interest in ecologically informed land management. When we

arrived at Yewfield in 1993 we embarked on managing the

Watering new planting in a deer proof enclosure 
in an opening of mature larch.

Multi age grouping in a CCF managed part of the forest.
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land primarily for conservation so taking our knowledge of

the place into an adjoining commercial plantation

surrounding our land was a welcome challenge. Along with

expanding the range of trees, we are introducing shrub

patches in the enclosures to enhance the habitat for birds. So

far, we’ve counted 36 bird species using the wood. After

reading Kate Holl’s blog in the RFS e-news on woodland

ground layer flora in ungrazed forests in Iceland, we are

excited to start introducing bulbs and perennials, again,

using the NVC upland woodland habitats as guides. We have

a number of veteran trees, mostly oak, scattered throughout

the plantation that we are halo thinning, many of which have

remnant populations of bluebells around them. These battle

scarred veteran trees are a good habitat for bats, and this

year we aim to do a proper bat survey in the forest to see

what we have. We keep approximately 3ha of the forest as a

non-intervention area, partly as cover for a pair of red

squirrels that are nesting there, and also because it is already

a valuable site for bryophytes and decomposer communities. 

Sharing the forest
There has been an increasing interest in how we are

managing this wood by local groups and educational

institutions. When we give tours and talks we try to get

George Newton, our local horse logger, to give a

demonstration. We are keen to support the dying craft of

horse logging here in the Lakes and many are amazed at

how capable and efficient horses are on rough ground for

extracting timber to roadside. We are fortunate to also have

an apprentice helping us one day a week while studying for

his RFS Certificate of Forestry. We offer a working, viable

example to forestry colleges showing it is possible to

embrace more complex silvicultural approaches such as

CCF and multi-purpose forestry that are embedded in the

understanding of the ecology of forests and not just the

management of simple, controllable, homogenised stands of

timber.

Sawrey Ground Plantation is an important visual

landscape feature looking up from Hawkshead and the

Esthwaite valley toward the Coniston Fells. Introducing more

broadleaves into the forest will give the mountain landscape

a more natural look. The permissive path on the forestry track

through the wood is used by many walkers on their way to

Tarn Hows. The transformation of a conifer-dominated

plantation to a more mixed forest of different ages and

species will, we feel, be more attractive to the Lake District

visitor. 

Further thoughts
Small woodlands, that is less than 20ha, make up 41% of the

UK’s forest cover. How they are managed matters, in spite of

the fact that very little attention is given to them in our national

debates about forestry or in the media. Most of these can be

managed as multi-use woodlands and we certainly feel that

in the scenic, patchwork landscape that we have in the Lake

District, adopting CCF in our management of Sawrey Ground

Plantation is an important and appropriate tool. Managing a

wood using CCF is more of an art than a science, rooted as

much in observation and interpretation when responding to a

forest’s different stands. Frequent low-key interventions in the

forest, characteristic of CCF, are also more socially

acceptable especially here in the National Park. 

By replacing much of the mature larch with broadleaves

we accept that we will suffer a gradual decline in biomass

productivity given that broadleaves are less productive than

conifers. But in the long term it is a price worth paying if we

are to have resilient forests. Resilience is the buzz word in

Veteran tree with a carpet of bluebells in PAWS. A horse logging demonstration in P1993 larch.

Sawrey Ground Plantation
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forestry circles these days and we are thinking hard about

what more we can do to meet the increasing threats to our

forests, be it from pest and disease outbreaks, climate

change, invertebrate decline and whatever else is around the

corner. With the Lake District being awarded World Heritage

status last June it is a further impetus for us to be thinking

about the health of our forests and not only the trees.
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Sawrey Ground Plantation

Gary Primrose is a gardener, small-scale farmer and

forester with a chainsaw and small tree felling ticket,

and an interest in sustainable methods of land use

including forestry, CCF, ecological diversity, and

resilience.

Yewfield, Hawkshead Hill, Ambleside, Cumbria LA22

0PR. Tel: 07971 689739

Email: prim.west@gmail.com
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